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With a year and a half of merger challenges now on 

the scorecard, several trends suggest that the new 

federal antitrust enforcers have brought to Wash-

ington a little change of their own, which is affecting 

how they “fix” anticompetitive mergers. Enforcement 

actions by the new Department of Justice and Fed-

eral Trade Commission suggest greater flexibility and 

a willingness to use “conduct” remedies for mergers 

in addition to traditional divestiture remedies. A more 

hands-on or “regulatory” approach to merger reme-

dies by the DOJ and FTC could have upsides as well 

as downsides for companies contemplating mergers 

with antitrust problems.

Under the new administration, enforcers at the DOJ 

and FTC have kept busy, even without large-scale 

deal activity. The agencies have investigated transac-

tions below the Hart-Scott-Rodino (“HSR”) thresholds 

and deals that already have closed. In the past 16 

months, the DOJ and FTC together have challenged 

about 30 mergers, either through lawsuits or negoti-

ated settlements; about half of these challenges have 
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involved non-HSR-reportable or consummated trans-

actions. The majority of the DOJ and FTC challenges 

have been fairly uncontroversial, horizontal mergers 

that would leave only a handful of competitors in the 

market after the deal. What is new, however, is that 

the agencies, especially the DOJ, are taking a more 

complex, regulatory approach to merger remedies 

than they have in the recent past, including using 

conduct remedies in addition to traditional asset 

divestitures and employing tools like “up-front buyer” 

and “crown jewels” remedy provisions.

sTRuCTuRAl VERsus CONduCT 
REMEdiEs
When the DOJ or FTC concludes that a merger is 

anticompetitive, it usually must choose between two 

options: seek to block the merger in court or nego-

tiate a remedy with the parties that will allow them 

to consummate the transaction if they agree to take 

steps intended to restore competition. The agency 
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often seeks to block mergers only after remedy negotiations 

have failed, where the agency is unable to develop a remedy 

it finds sufficient and to which the parties will agree. In most 

merger remedy negotiations, the agency will seek a “struc-

tural” solution, whereby the combining companies divest 

to a new competitor the assets associated with one of their 

overlapping business lines. Structural remedies contrast with 

“conduct” or “behavioral” remedies, which also are intended 

to preserve competition, but through requirements that the 

merged firm commit to take certain business actions or 

refrain from certain business conduct going forward.

In the past, the agencies generally have reserved conduct 

remedies for those few “vertical” deals they have chal-

lenged, where the merging parties are not horizontal com-

petitors but compete at different levels of distribution. 

Recently, they have become more common.

Conduct remedies might include a requirement that the 

merged firm take certain steps to lower entry barriers, erect 

a firewall to protect competitively sensitive information, or 

commit not to discriminate against competitors in the mar-

ket that rely on the merged firm for supply, distribution, or 

other inputs. More extreme examples might include com-

mitments to refrain from competing in some way that allows 

smaller competitors to expand in the market.

If given a choice between the two, most merger or acqui-

sition parties would elect conduct remedies over structural 

ones. Despite the fact that a conduct remedy imposes 

ongoing and sometimes onerous requirements, a conduct 

remedy does allow the parties to retain the assets or more 

of the assets originally intended to be combined in their 

deal. In contrast, when an asset divestiture is the only rem-

edy on the table, as usually has been the case, settlement 

negotiations may reach an impasse if the agency seeks a 

divestiture of important assets that would undercut the value 

of the proposed transaction. Therefore, if the settlement 

package can combine both structural and conduct reme-

dies, the government and the parties may have more flexibil-

ity to reach an agreement that satisfies everyone and allows 

the transaction to proceed.

While during the Clinton administration the antitrust agen-

cies were somewhat more willing to use conduct remedies, 

during the Bush administration both agencies strongly 

favored structural relief, believing them more effective and 

less troublesome than conduct remedies. This is reflected in 

the DOJ’s 2004 Policy Guide to Merger Remedies:

Structural remedies are preferred to conduct remedies 

in merger cases because they are relatively clean and 

certain, and generally avoid costly government entan-

glement in the market…A conduct remedy on the other 

hand, typically is more difficult to craft, more cumber-

some and costly to administer, and easier than a struc-

tural remedy to circumvent.

In contrast, enforcers in other jurisdictions, such as the 

European Commission, generally have been more open 

to conduct remedies. As the EC explained in its Notice on 

Remedies, it will consider whether conduct remedies are 

appropriate on a “case-by-case basis.”

Recent actions by both the DOJ and FTC indicate they have 

not abandoned structural relief as the primary remedy but 

suggest they may be more flexible and willing to consider 

conduct remedies. The use of behavioral provisions repre-

sents “a slight shift of [Antitrust] Division policy in the realm 

of merger remedies,” the new Assistant Attorney General, 

Christine Varney, confirmed in Senate testimony in early 

June: “Although we generally prefer structural solutions, 

we are also committed to thinking creatively about market 

conditions and employing behavioral solutions, particularly 

when they are needed, in tandem with structural solutions, 

to protect against consumer harm.”

RECENT MERgER REMEdiEs
We discuss below some recent examples of mergers in 

which the government relied on conduct remedies in lieu of, 

or in addition to, structural remedies.
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Ticketmaster/Live Nation (DOJ). In January 2010, despite 

predictions by some that the DOJ would seek to block the 

deal outright, the agency allowed Ticketmaster to acquire 

Live Nation, its most significant competitor in concert tick-

eting and related services, in exchange for a package 

of structural and conduct remedies. The structural relief 

included a requirement that Ticketmaster license on favor-

able terms its platform for ticketing services to one rival 

and to divest its platform for ticketing handled by concert 

venues to another. Most notably, the decree also prohibits a 

range of conduct by the combined Ticketmaster/Live Nation 

for 10 years, including forbidding retaliation against concert 

venue customers that choose to switch to another ticketing 

service and “explicitly or practically” tying sales of ticketing 

services to concerts or artists that the combined company 

promotes. The DOJ explained that the conduct remedies 

were designed to prevent Ticketmaster from impeding 

“effective competition from equally efficient rivals” and to 

lower entry barriers to new competitors.

Although structural consent decrees typically contain lim-

ited, short-term requirements for the merged company to 

assist the purchaser of the divestiture assets with technol-

ogy transfer, manufacturing start-up, or employee retention, 

they normally have not contained ongoing restrictions on the 

company’s ordinary course business practices. The Ticket-

master decree thus is a change from recent precedent.

This change in approach may have allowed Ticketmaster 

and Live Nation to complete a transaction that the DOJ oth-

erwise would have sought to block in court. Without the con-

duct remedies included here, the DOJ might have sought 

broader asset divestitures, beyond what Ticketmaster would 

accept, or concluded that settlement was not possible. And 

presumably Ticketmaster preferred accepting this package 

of structural and conduct remedies over defending its deal 

in court, as it accepted the DOJ’s resolution.

Election Systems & Software (DOJ) . In March 2010, the 

DOJ announced a consent decree with Election Systems 

& Software (“ES&S”), which in 2009 had acquired Premier 

Election Solutions. The DOJ alleged that the deal was anti-

competitive because it combined two of the largest U.S. 

voting equipment systems suppliers. ES&S agreed to a set-

tlement containing both structural and conduct remedies.

Under fairly traditional consent decree provisions, ES&S 

agreed to divest certain Premier voting equipment assets to 

a third party, such that both ES&S and the company acquir-

ing the assets could compete to supply and service Premier 

systems. ES&S also agreed to provide transition services 

and parts to the purchaser of the divested assets for a lim-

ited period of time. However, the consent decree also con-

tains a restriction on ES&S’s conduct over the next 10 years. 

Specifically, ES&S is prohibited from bidding for new instal-

lation of voting equipment or on procurements to replace 

more than 50 percent of a customer’s installed equipment. 

According to the DOJ, this provision will give the purchaser 

of the divested assets “the greatest incentive to invest in the 

development of new Premier products.”

The Bush administration DOJ frowned on orders that restrict 

the ability of the merged company to compete. The 2004 

DOJ merger remedies guide states that “[r]estricting the 

merged firm’s right to compete in final output markets or 

against the purchaser of the divested assets, even as a tran-

sitional remedy, is strongly disfavored.” In the ES&S case, the 

new DOJ departed from past practice and employed a con-

duct remedy because it concluded that the conduct restric-

tion was necessary for the divestiture remedy to work. The 

DOJ’s alternatives could have been to seek more extensive 

divestitures or to block the deal.

Cisco/Tandberg (DOJ). In March 2010, the DOJ announced 

that it would not challenge Cisco Systems’ proposed acqui-

sition of Tandberg USA. According to the government, Cisco 

and Tandberg were among the few competitors in the mar-

ket for a new type of high-definition videoconferencing sys-

tem known as “telepresence.” The European Commission 

had also investigated the transaction and cleared it after 

Cisco agreed to certain conduct remedies, including com-

mitments to lower entry barriers in the market by adopting 

open standards for its products. Although the DOJ did not 

seek the same remedies from Cisco, it issued a statement 

explaining that it had closed its investigation based in part 

on the conduct remedies obtained in Europe.
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The Gazette/Daily Mail (DOJ). In March 2010, the DOJ also 

settled litigation begun under the Bush administration to 

challenge the combination of two newspapers in Charleston, 

West Virginia. The Gazette and Daily Mail had for decades 

competed with independent newsrooms, while sharing print-

ing, distribution, advertising, and subscriptions functions 

through a joint entity. After the Gazette took control of the 

Daily Mail and moved toward closing that newspaper, the 

DOJ filed its action. The DOJ’s 2007 complaint sought to 

rescind the transaction and restore the Daily Mail to its prior 

competitive condition, a structural solution.

The March 2010 settlement does not require rescission 

and allows the joint ownership to remain, but it seeks to 

restore independent and robust competition between the 

two newsrooms through certain conduct requirements and 

five new contracts between the newspapers. The contracts 

are incorporated in the decree and require DOJ approval 

for modification.

The requirements of the 135-page consent decree are very 

detailed. For example, the new contracts specify gover-

nance and voting rights held by each newspaper, the number 

of new Daily Mail newsroom employees, and the number of 

Daily Mail editions that must be published. The contracts cre-

ate monetary incentives to motivate competition by the Daily 

Mail and discourage the owner from taking action that might 

result in closing the newspaper. The consent decree addition-

ally requires editorial independence of the two newspapers, 

prohibits discrimination against the Daily Mail in circulation 

or advertising activities, forbids closing the Daily Mail without 

DOJ approval, and launches a six-month, 50-percent-off sub-

scription discount to expand Daily Mail readership. 

The newspaper situation is unusual. Even if the two publica-

tions had been returned to separate ownership, they would 

have shared some functions. Nevertheless, the decree’s 

regulatory approach is consistent with this agency’s greater 

comfort with conduct remedies.

PepsiCo/Pepsi Bottlers (FTC). In February 2010, as a condi-

tion for allowing carbonated soft drink company PepsiCo to 

complete a $7.8 billion acquisition of its two largest bottlers 

and distributors, the FTC required that PepsiCo establish 

a firewall between itself and the bottlers to prevent the 

exchange of certain competitively sensitive information. 

In addition to distributing PepsiCo products, the bottlers 

distributed competing products from Dr Pepper Snapple 

Group. The firewall was designed to prevent PepsiCo from 

obtaining sensitive information about its competitor through 

the bottlers.

Conduct remedies, including firewalls, have been more 

common in vertical acquisitions like that by PepsiCo of its 

bottlers. However, in recent years, firewalls rarely were used, 

even in matters that raised the same potential information-

sharing concerns as those in PepsiCo. The PepsiCo case is 

one sign that the FTC now is more inclined to use firewalls 

as one remedy.

up-FRONT buYER pROVisiONs
While the FTC has a history of requiring in certain deals the 

identification of buyers for divested assets “up front,” before 

the transaction can close, the DOJ rarely used this provision. 

An up-front buyer is one that has been tentatively approved 

by the agency and has executed an acquisition agreement 

with the seller before the agency accepts the proposed 

settlement and allows the parties to consummate the deal. 

In most divestiture settlements, the parties are allowed to 

consummate the deal first and then find and negotiate an 

agreement with the buyer of the divestiture assets. As the 

FTC explained in its Statement on Negotiating Merger Rem-

edies, it will usually require an up-front buyer where the 

package of assets to be divested comprises less than an 

autonomous, ongoing business, to minimize the risk the par-

ties will fail to find an acceptable buyer or the buyer will fail 

to use the assets to fully restore competition. 

The settlement reached in Ticketmaster/Live Nation sug-

gests that the DOJ may be reviving its use of up-front buy-

ers. Rather than giving the parties time after the merger 

to identify a buyer of the divestiture assets and enter into 

a sale agreement, the DOJ consent decree identifies the 

buyers up front and, in the case of one, prevents Ticketmas-

ter from completing the Live Nation acquisition until it has 

an agreement to sell the divestiture assets. This use of an 
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up-front buyer provision is consistent with the FTC’s policy 

of requiring up-front buyers in situations like this, as the 

decree’s ticketing platform license did not include the asso-

ciated hard assets that would comprise an autonomous, 

ongoing ticketing business.

Some have speculated that AAG Varney may be more com-

fortable with up-front buyer provisions from her time as a 

former FTC Commissioner. And this may not be the only new 

tool Varney imports to the DOJ.

CROwN JEwEls pROVisiONs
Historically, the DOJ rarely employed the “crown jewels” 

provision—a commitment by the merging companies that, 

if the particular divestiture package to which they have 

agreed cannot be sold, they will divest a more signifi-

cant package of assets instead. The FTC frequently used 

crown jewels provisions in the 1990s, but less so in the past 

decade. The 2004 DOJ merger remedies guide criticizes 

crown jewels provisions, saying they can result in an agree-

ment on an insufficient primary divestiture package. The 

guidelines also note the risk that potential purchasers will 

game the arrangement, refraining from buying the primary 

divestiture package in hopes of forcing a sale of the crown 

jewels. During the Bush administration, the DOJ rarely used 

remedy provisions that provided for potential alternate 

divestiture packages.

In its July 2009 consent decree allowing the acquisition 

by Sapa of Indalex, the DOJ used a “crown jewels” provi-

sion for the first time in many years. Sapa and Indalex com-

peted in the manufacture of aluminum sheathing, which is 

used for coaxial cable. To settle the DOJ’s concerns about 

their combination, the parties agreed to divest one of two 

identified aluminum sheathing manufacturing facilities. The 

consent decree required that, if an acceptable purchaser 

could not be found for either facility, the parties had to 

divest a much larger Indalex plant, which makes aluminum 

sheathing and other products; that is, they would have to 

sell the “crown jewels.”

The DOJ’s use of crown jewels in Sapa/Indalex may mean 

that the agency will require this provision more often in 

future deals.

ObsERVATiONs
A more regulatory but flexible approach to merger remedies 

may bring both benefits and costs to merging parties, with 

potential impacts on deal structure, deal timing, compliance 

costs, and ultimately whether a tough merger can get done.

Deal Structure. One clear upside to increased use of con-

duct remedies is that in some cases, the availability of a 

conduct remedy will reduce or eliminate the asset divesti-

tures the government will demand. While conduct remedies 

will not completely replace asset divestitures to protect 

competition, in particular cases a conduct remedy could, to 

some extent, substitute for divestitures, so that the merged 

company can retain assets that it otherwise would have had 

to divest to resolve the government’s concerns.

In some cases, however, this change in approach could mean 

that the government will require a conduct remedy in addition 

to a structural remedy that arguably should have been suf-

ficient to protect competition. In other words, the government 

could use the conduct remedy to supplement the divestiture, 

rather than replace it, thereby leaving the merging parties 

with extra burden. Whether this has happened in any particu-

lar case will be difficult to evaluate from the outside.

Deal Timing . Of course, more complex, regulatory merger 

remedies can delay closing a deal. Conduct remedies 

generally tend to be messier and more complicated than 

straightforward divestitures. Because conduct restrictions 

can last as long as 10 years, the agency and merging par-

ties must carefully consider all of the intended and poten-

tial unknown consequences of the restrictions. As a result, 

negotiating conduct decrees can take longer.

Up-front buyer provisions especially can cause delay. Not 

only must the terms of the decree be worked out prior to 

closing, the parties must also finalize an agreement to sell 
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the divestiture assets to a specific purchaser. Finding an 

interested buyer and negotiating that deal can take months. 

Moreover, the pressure on the merging parties to consum-

mate the deal provides additional bargaining leverage to the 

potential purchasers, who can slow negotiations to obtain 

more favorable deal terms.

Compliance Costs . Although all merger remedies impose 

some costs on the merging parties, ongoing oversight of a 

conduct remedy by the antitrust authorities can increase the 

costs for the company not only in dollars, but also in loss of 

flexibility to make business decisions and disruption of the 

business. In most conduct decrees, the agency will over-

see the merged company and have expanded access to its 

businesspeople and records for the term of the decree.

Getting Deals Done. In the right cases, the most important 

effect of greater use of conduct remedies is that the con-

duct remedy may make the difference in getting the deal 

through without litigation. More flexibility in merger remedies 

should decrease the risk that the government and the par-

ties will not agree on a remedy and end up in court. Many 

companies gladly would accept the added delay and costs 

associated with such remedies if they can complete a deal 

that would otherwise have risked an agency challenge.

CONClusiON
While policymakers and commentators may debate the rela-

tive merits of structural and conduct remedies, the increased 

availability of conduct remedies should help solve the practi-

cal problems faced by some merging parties in getting deals 

through antitrust review. In some cases, adding conduct pro-

visions to a remedy package will make it possible to get the 

deal done, even if with some increased costs.
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